Postpartum Bilateral Subdural Hematomas: A Case Report
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Abstract

Postpartum headache is a common emergency department (ED) complaint in women following delivery. Though the majority of these headaches are due to primary headache disorders or postdural puncture headaches, life-threatening complications can occur. Both postpartum pre-eclampsia can occur as well as hypercoagulable and vascular disorders including stroke, venous sinus thrombosis (VST), and reversible cerebral vasoconstrictive syndrome. With the increasing use of epidurals for intrapartum analgesia, rare, dangerous complications can present in a similar fashion. The authors present a persistent postpartum headache secondary to bilateral subdural hematomas (SDH) from epidural induced intracranial hypotension.

Introduction

Postpartum headaches are a common complaint, affecting 40% of postpartum patients [1]. Though the vast majority are caused by primary headache disorders, 4.7% are due to postdural puncture etiologies [1]. As this population is at particular risk for hypertensive and hypercoagulable disorders, other emergent considerations for postpartum headaches in the emergency department (ED) should be considered; these include postpartum pre-eclampsia, cerebral vascular accidents (CVA), venous sinus thrombosis (VST), and reversible cerebral vasoconstrictive syndrome [2-4]. Subdural hematomas (SDH) secondary to epidural placement is a rare but serious etiology of postpartum headache, with an estimated incidence of one in 500,000 intrapartum epidural anesthesia placements [5]. The authors present a case of persistent postpartum headache with bilateral SDH secondary to intracranial hypotension from epidural placement.

Case Presentation

A 35-year-old gravida 2 para 1 patient presented three weeks postpartum to the ED with persistent headache starting two days after delivery. She had an uncomplicated spontaneous vaginal delivery with epidural anesthesia requiring multiple attempts to place. She denied a history of gestational hypertension or pre-eclampsia. This bilateral frontotemporal headache with light sensitivity was refractory to acetaminophen-oxycodone and ibuprofen as well as a blood patch. On arrival, the patient’s vital signs were a blood pressure of 140/86 mmHg, heart rate of 84 beats per minute, respiratory rate of 18 breaths per minute, temperature of 98.0 degrees Fahrenheit, and an oxygen saturation of 100% on room air. Her physical exam was unremarkable without lower extremity edema or focal neurologic deficits. A laboratory assessment revealed normal complete blood count, coagulation studies, fibrinogen, comprehensive metabolic panel, urinalysis, and a negative severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) test. Computed tomography of the head revealed symmetric bilateral subacute SDHs (Figure 1). Neurosurgery was consulted who requested magnetic resonance imaging of the brain, revealing subacute bilateral hematomas, which were secondary to intracranial hypotension from epidural placement (Figure 2). The patient was admitted to the intensive care unit without change in her clinical status. She was discharged on hospital day three with outpatient neurosurgical follow up.
FIGURE 1: Coronal slice of a non-contrast head computed tomography demonstrating bilateral symmetric subacute subdural hematomas (blue arrows) with sulci effacement.

FIGURE 2: Axial slice of T2 magnetic resonance imaging demonstrating bilateral subacute subdural hematomas (blue arrows) with confirmed
Postpartum headache can be a presenting symptom of a variety of etiologies, ranging from primary headache and postdural headache disorder to CVA, VST, and the rare but life-threatening SDHs. Based on recent estimates, fewer than 100 cases have been reported [6]. While inadvertent dural puncture portends an odds ratio of 6.36 for postpartum headache, this case highlights a very rare complication from a common intrapartum procedure [1].

These patients will complain of headaches, usually presenting within the first four weeks, though cases have been documented as early as four hours and as late as far as 29 weeks postpartum [7]. Postpartum SDH should be considered in patients who have a postdural headache lasting greater than one week and refractory to a blood patch, a headache that changes from postural to non-postural, or in those who develop a focal neurologic deficit [7]. The most common presenting symptom is headache though nausea, vomiting, and altered mental status occur in one-third of cases [7-9]. While the majority of patients have a normal physical exam, approximately 25% will have a focal neurologic deficit [7-9]. An additional 20% will have diplopia or visual changes and 13% will demonstrate dysarthria or aphasia [7-9]. Interestingly, one case of postpartum SDH presented with neck stiffness but without headache, though this was after an elective cesarean delivery due to an unruptured cerebral aneurysm in the delivering mother [10].

While many patients will have unremarkable laboratory evaluation, platelets, fibrinogen, liver function tests, and urinalysis may identify hemolysis with elevated liver enzymes and low platelets (HELLP) and pre-eclampsia; additionally, patients with coagulopathy and thrombocytopenia are at increase risk of postpartum SDH [11]. Computed tomography is the best initial imaging modality in these postpartum cases, showing SDHs, which tend to be bilateral [12]. MRI may demonstrate chronic small SDHs, better evaluate concomitant spinal epidural hematomas, as well as help parse out this diagnosis from other diagnoses such as reversible cerebral vasoconstrictive syndrome [13].

The development of SDHs following epidural access is thought to be secondary to intraspinal and intracranial hypotension; in turn this causes ventricular collapse and caudal central nervous system migration, stretching the dura and tearing the bridging veins [10,14]. Early consultation to neurosurgery with admission to the intensive care unit for hourly neurologic assessments is key in managing these patients. While some cases can be treated with a blood patch, rebound intracranial hypertension can occur, requiring hematoma evacuation [15,16].

Despite occurring in up to 40% of postpartum women, postpartum headaches range from benign primary headache disorders to life-threatening and rare etiologies. Emergency physicians should not only consider pre-eclampsia and hypercoagulable effects e.g. VST and CVA, but also the rare complications from epidurals, as evidenced by the SDHs presented in the above case. In persistent headaches greater than one week, refractory to initial appropriate treatments including blood patch for more common etiologies, emergency physicians should consider this rare complication and initiate advanced imaging.
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